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A DESCRIPTION OF AN EVENT - SAMPLE 

give general  
information 
about the event  

 l) ............................................................................................... 
Held annually in late June, the event attracts tens of thousands of visitors 
from inside and outside the country. For four days, the picturesque town 
of Essaouira comes live with mystical tunes performed by some of the 
best spiritual musicians from around the globe. The Gnaoua Festival is 
truly a celebration with a difference.  

Hosting more than 200,000 people of different nationalities and 
ages in such a small town as Essaouira is not an easy task to do. 
Therefore, 2) ....................................................................................... 
.................................. The local authorities and the civil society join 
efforts to ensure that everything is put into place so that their guests will 
enjoy the festivities and have a comfortable and peaceful stay. The 
preparations include beautifying the city by painting and decorating the 
buildings and streets. Also, concert stages are mounted in the town's 
main parks and squares such as Hassan II Square near the harbour. 
Moreover, the little bazaars scattered around the city prepare all sorts of 
objects to sell during the festival. The tiny shops are filled with 
handmade articrafts, traditional clothes, fine artwork, and musical 
instruments.  

3) .............................................................................................. All 
across the place, international artists join the local musicians and fuse 
their talents to animate some of the most elaborate concerts. The 
resulting patchwork of rhythms and trance is just stunning. in addition, 
for culture amateurs, a series of exhibitions, fairs, round-tables and 
debates are organized throughout the four days. For instance, the 
renowned Dar Souiri hosts several interesting presentations and the 
notorious skalas are transformed into open-air art galleries. 
Furthermore, souvenir seekers have thousands of fancy items to choose 
from. In fact, a lot of shoppers go home with a handmade Gnaoua 
guenbri - Gnaoua's key musical instrument and icon of the festival. Not 
only is the festival an opportunity to sing and dance, but it is also an 
invaluable occasion to promote cultural dialogue and tolerance.  

4) .............................................................................................. The 
rhythmic music, the rich cultural activities and the beauty of the town 
that hosts it all make the event worth attending. However, to my mind, 
what makes this festival an incomparable experience is the diversity of 
the enthusiasts that take part in it – a naturally-designed musical human 
mosaic!

  

  

talk about 
preparations 
for the event 
  

 

describe what 
happens during 
the event  

 

make general 
remarks and 
express opinion 
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A DESCRIPTION OF AN EVENT - ACTIVITIES 

1. Read the following example writing task and underline the key words.  

Countries around the world celebrate different events (national/international, 
cultural, or religious). Choose one of the events celebrated in Morocco (e.g. Eid 
Alfitr, Imilchil festival, New Year’s Eve, Moussems, etc.) and write an article to 
World Youth Magazine about it. 

2. Read this example description, studying the tips in the margins.. 

3. Write each of the following topic sentences back into its corresponding position in 

the article. Capitalize where necessary.  

a. lot of effort is invested in getting ready for the festivities  

b. for more than twenty years, the Gnaoua Festival has been highly appreciated  

c. one of the most popular festivals in Morocco is the Gnaoua Festival  

d. during the festival, the little town witnesses a wide range of fun activities.  

4. Which of the underlined words and expressions in the example description are 

appropriate synonyms for the following? 

a. indeed:_______________________ 

b. in order that: __________________ 

c. but: _________________________ 

d. also:________________________ 

e. for this reason:________________ 

f. for example:__________________ 

5. find in the example description words or expressions that mean the same as: 

Paragraph 1: a. organised:…… b. is animated:…… c. World:…… 
Paragraph 2: d. welcoming:…… e. celebrations:…… f. full of:…… 
Paragraph 3: g. sees:…… h. amazing:…… i. symbol:…… 
Paragraph 4: j. deserve:…… k. unique:…… l. participate:…… 

 

6. Read the following writing task and underline the key words.  

Write an  article to Must-
attend Events magazine, 
describing an important 
celebration that takes place 
in your area.  
Talk about what happens 
before and during the event 
and express your feelings 
about it. 

Plan 
Introduction:  
 Parag. l: name, date, and reason for the 
celebration  
Main body:  
 Parag. 2: preparations & arrangements 
 Parag. 3: activities during the event 
Conclusion:  
 Parag. 4: general remarks and feelings 

  
7. Use the tips above and the plan opposite, and then write your composition. 
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A description of a event 

3. 

1. c 
2. a 
3. d 
4. b 

4.  

a. in fact  
b. so that  
c. however  
d. in addition  
e. therefore  
f. for instance 

5.  

a. held  
b. comes live  
c. globe  
d. hosting  
e. festivities  
f. filled with  
g. witnesses  
h. stunning  
i. icon  
j. worth  
k. incomparable  
l. take part 

  




